My War Memories, 1914-1918
feelings of the nations more ready for a peace of justice and reconciliation. The armistice and peace conditions certainly point the other way. In any case, all the time I was First Quartermaster-General the world had not yet changed.
Our General Staff took the same view as President Wilson, who supported his demand«£or a great American naval programme on the grounds that it would be absurd for America to adjust her naval programme to a future world policy, when the latter had not yet been decided.
In November, 1918, the President of the Soldiers' Council of the 4th Army wrote :
" Some people may think that the Revolution can be built up on ideals. Those who are at the front must agree that the world-policy of the Entente at the present time is infected by materialism."
fiie astonished world, its ideals shattered, now perceives this clearly. The German people has been misled, and is now paying for its delusion with its life.
The General Staff urged the view that it would be time enough for us to lay down our arms and think about understandings when human nature had undergone a change; otherwise we were bound to suffer. The palm of peace is no defence against the sword. As long as human beings, and above all our enemies, remained the same as mankind has ever been, it was for Germany, and in any event, the Field-Marshal and myself, as the responsible military leaders, to hold the sword tight and keep it sharp. It was, therefore, our serious duty, in dealing with the Government, to insist on the necessary war-measures being carried out, and to try and infuse into them that degree of determination which we thought was required.
In all questions the General Staff addressed itself to the constitutional authorities. The war required rapid and far-reaching decisions at any moment, and thus stimulated that quality of resolution on which it was always making demands. In Berlin the old peace routine held sway. Replies, even to the most important questions, often did not arrive for weeks. In consequence of this extraordinary dilatoriness on the part of
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